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Edited by Robert Russell and Giulio Superti-FurgaAbstract Recent technological and theoretical advances are
only now allowing the simulation of detailed kinetic models of
biological systems that reﬂect the stochastic movement and reac-
tivity of individual molecules within cellular compartments. The
behavior of many systems could not be properly understood with-
out this level of resolution, opening up new perspectives of using
computer simulations to accelerate biological research. We re-
view the modeling methodology applied to stochastic spatial
models, also to the attention of non-expert potential users. Mod-
eling choices, current limitations and perspectives of improve-
ment of current general-purpose modeling/simulation platforms
for biological systems are discussed.
 2005 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published
by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Computational cell biology could well go for a medal of
most exciting and active area of cross-disciplinary research
these days. Not only are new modeling/simulation platforms
getting invaluable input from biologists, computer scientists,
theoretical physicists, applied mathematicians, and engineers,
mainstream biology is learning to integrate these new tools
to the core of their scientiﬁc investigation: generating and val-
idating new hypotheses [1,2]. Beneﬁting from a concurrent rev-
olution in experimental tools able to probe living cells down to
atomic levels, collaborative projects have emerged setting the
objective to one day run molecular-scale models of whole cells
[3,4], a goal by now commonly expressed in systems biology.
The modular architecture of cell function justiﬁes placing the
challenge today at building detailed models of individual cell
biological processes, realistic enough to help capture the logic
of how they are designed to behave. This calls for modeling
simulation software that can account not only for the stochas-
tic nature of molecular interactions, but also for the spatial
heterogeneity of cellular matter. Only recently has the techno-
logical forefront started to produce the wealth of quantitative
data needed to run simulations. Also, computational methods
have improved only recently to allow useful simulations of
such complex systems, with conventional computers fast en-*Corrresponding author. Fax: +49 6221 387 306.
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doi:10.1016/j.febslet.2005.02.009ough to run them. Finally, only recently has biological knowl-
edge begun to include descriptions of when, where and with
whom molecules interact to carry out their function in vivo
[5], crucial information to start experimenting with spatio-
temporal models [6]. With space and stochasticity, we are
reaching the ﬁnal frontier of the in silico exploration of living
cells, with the mission to understand, control or redesign them.
Present modeling/simulation platforms able to deal with sto-
chastic spatially resolved models are rapidly expanding to oﬀer
a wealth of features that the non-expert user can ﬁnd over-
whelming. We attempt in this review to present the state-
of-the-art of such general-purpose software, describing the
modeling methodology, highlighting the approximations
inherent to modeling objects of such complex nature, and pre-
senting perspectives of reﬁnement. References are made to the
following actively developed and freely available programs:
Virtual Cell [7], E-Cell [8], MCell [9], Smoldyn [10], MesoRD
[11], and STOCHSIM [12] as well as SmartCell [13], developed
in our lab as a tool to analyze stochastic spatially relevant bio-
logical processes (see Table 1).2. Modeling natural or synthetic systems
A paradox with the massive amount of experimental data
presently accumulating is that, despite its being invaluable
for constructing spatio-temporal models of biochemical pro-
cesses, for any given natural system, the available data remain
largely insuﬃcient to run useful simulations. For instance,
while data regarding expression patterns, protein–protein
interactions and localization of proteins within cells are avail-
able for many systems, quantitative data regarding concentra-
tions, reaction rates, diﬀusion or transport rates are in general
missing.
In principle, a proper chemical physics theory giving a force
law that predicts how any two molecules interact would ‘‘suf-
ﬁce’’ to simulate stochastically the life of a whole cell with mol-
ecules resolved to their atomic detail, provided one could
supply as initial conditions a snapshot of the system at atom-
ic-resolution and enough computing power. Higher-level
parameters that describe the behavior of molecules and their
assemblies into cellular structures could all be derived from
such knowledge, alleviating the present need to extract them
from macroscopic experiments. With equally tremendous pro-
gress in the imaging ﬁeld, the simulation output produced
could be compared to ‘‘biochemical imaging’’ data, tracking
each molecule simultaneously in vivo over time, for reﬁnement
of the theory. In reality, this is not yet the case, leavingblished by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Table 1
SmartCell Virtual Cell mesoRD Stochsim MCell Smoldyn
Model editor Yes Yes No Yes No No
Geometry editor Yes Yes CSG, not
graphical
Incomplete Associated
program
DReAMM
No
Database of model geometries
availability
Yes Yes No Yes No No
Continuous space supported No Yes No No Yes Yes
Space discretization supported Yes
(voxelization)
No Yes
(voxelization)
Yes (2D regular
lattice)
No No
Use of analytical formulae for
defying geometry
No Yes No No No No
Image processing tool No Yes No No DReAMM No
Geometry dimension availability 0–3D 1–3D 3D 2D 3D 1–3D
Lower-dimension spatial
elements representation
Yes Not 1D No No Not 1D 2D (only
delimiting
walls)
Representation of molecular
entities
Populations Concentrations Populations Individuals Individuals
Individuals
Features of molecular entities Size, charge,
MW
Linking to
databases
Size Conformational
state
None None
Diﬀusion supported Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Enabling conditions for
biomolecular reactions
In same or
neighboring
voxels
Term in PDEs In same
voxel
Nearest-
neighbours
Collision
detected
Binding
radius
Mathematical framework Stoch Det Stoch Stoch Stoch Stoch
Sensitivity analysis availability No Yes No No No No
Checkpointing Under dev. Yes No Yes Yes Yes
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dously simpliﬁed model of a cell or very large interaction net-
works to prove general concepts, or analyzing simpler systems
for which enough data is available. In the second case, the user
can focus on parts of the whole cell network, simulating the
corresponding processes in isolation or with loose connectivity
to the rest of the cell. Alternatively, modelers can design simple
systems from scratch, for which parameters are under control.
Knowledge gained from these diﬀerent approaches can be used
to analyze progressively larger systems.3. What to include in a model
Building a useful stand-alone spatio-temporal model of an
isolated process requires selecting for each species a level of
representation depending on its functional role in the context
of this speciﬁc process, and a set of relevant reactions. This
choice is a compromise between current knowledge of the pro-
cess, computer speed and minimal representation able to cap-
ture the assigned function, keeping in mind that the presence in
the reaction network of molecular species involved in other cel-
lular processes (such as signaling molecules, ‘‘housekeeping’’
proteins, etc.) are potential sources of cross-talk unaccounted
for in the isolated system [14,15].
Molecular species participating in the chosen reaction net-
work are modeled explicitly as reactive species, while the spe-
cies inert in respect to the network still account for the
cellular environment embedding it. Those molecules responsi-
ble for cell structure, be it those forming 2D assemblies (such
as biological membranes), or those assembled in 1D structures
(DNA, cytoskeleton elements, etc.), compose the model geom-
etry (respectively 2D or 1D cellular structures), while the bulkof remaining molecular species, whose contribution goes to the
crowding of cellular space, is typically accounted for only in
the local behavior of reactive species (possibly as obstacles in
the 3D compartments) [16,17].4. Model speciﬁcation using a modeling/simulation software
While countless numbers of custom-made programs de-
signed for local users used to be the rule, general-purpose soft-
ware tools, relying on basic computer proﬁciency of users, are
being developed with obvious eﬀorts to adapt to a broader
community [18], oﬀering extensive documentation, workspaces
that help structure the modeling process, rich graphical user
interfaces, links to databases or to the community (Virtual
Cell), and standards in model speciﬁcation languages (open
standards like SBML [19] and CellML [20] based on the
XML markup language).
Modeling issues raised for the diﬀerent steps of model building
are discussed below.
4.1. Model geometry
With the addition of space, not only can cellular structures
and heterogeneous distributions begin to be modeled, so can
the random movement of molecules in cellular space. The main
schemes used to build model geometries in current software are
presented here (see Fig. 1).
Compartmental models. Well suited for systems where a
time-persistent homogeneous distribution of molecular species
within cellular compartments can be assumed, compartmental
model geometries consist of a set of interconnected non-
spatially resolved compartments: cellular structures (volumes
Fig. 1. Diﬀerent methods for handling space in modeling and simulation of biochemical networks. (a) Continuous space bounded by walls: the
geometry consists of a simple box, placed in a system of coordinates, which delimits the simulation space (Smoldyn). (b) Compartmental geometry:
space is subdivided into containers, corresponding to cellular compartments, with no geometrical properties. Inclusion relationships between
compartments have to be speciﬁed (Virtual Cell, E-Cell). (c) 2D lattice: surfaces are represented as two-dimensional grids, which can be made of
squares, triangles or hexagons, where molecular entities are placed at grid points (STOCHSIM). (d) Voxelization: space is discretized into voxels,
whose faces and edges are used to represent, respectively, 2D and 1D cellular structures (SmartCell). (e) CSG (constructive solid geometry): complex
geometries are built by applying predeﬁned operations to elementary objects called geometric primitives (MesoRD). (f) Analytical formulae: the
geometry is described in terms of analytical formulae (Virtual Cell). (g) Surface reconstruction: the geometry is deﬁned by surfaces (reconstructed
from images) which can constitute the boundaries of 3D compartments or can be open structures (MCell) Schemes e, f, g are independent from space
discretization. Molecular entities inside the geometry can be followed either using real-valued coordinates (MCell, Virtual Cell) or assigning them to
voxels (MesoRD).
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tivities, and surfaces to support ﬂuxes across them (Virtual
Cell). This scheme is the least computationally expensive, but
as a drawback from not handling diﬀusion it does not allow
for the formation of gradients or heterogeneous distributions
inside compartments.
1-3D spatially resolved models. Higher levels of spatial reso-
lution (at a higher computing cost) are necessary if the ability
to represent spatial heterogeneity of reactive species is an
essential feature of the model [21], for instance, to achieve a
concentration gradient within a cellular compartment.
(a) Realistic models. Experimentally derived images can be
used to provide a realistic description of the position and shape
of cellular structures. Schematically, construction of a model
geometry from such sampled data is done following either a
volume- or surface-oriented procedure, ending with an auto-
matic or manual annotation of the extracted features. In the
volume-oriented procedure, the geometric objects in the image
are converted into a set of voxels that best approximates the
continuous object (SmartCell). In the surface-oriented proce-
dure, contours can be extracted from images, yielding sets of
edges used to reconstruct ﬁlaments and surfaces (as mosaics
of connected polygons for instance) deﬁning the boundaries
of 3D compartments (DReAMM for MCell).
(b) Idealized models. In the absence of input data, various
methods exist to build a geometry from scratch. Volumetric
datasets can be created where each 3D compartment is repre-
sented by a set of voxels from the volume buﬀer. The faces of
the voxels at the interface between two volumetric compart-
ments are 2D cellular structures, while 1D structures can be de-
ﬁned as a series of connected edges (SmartCell). In another
volume-oriented approach, constructive solid geometry(CSG, commonly used in computer-aided design), the model
geometry is constructed from a limited set of elementary volu-
metric objects (the geometric primitives) to which various geo-
metric transformations can be applied (rotation, substraction,
etc.). Alternatively, an intuitive and concise method is to spec-
ify the geometry analytically, mapping each compartment to
the set of points in continuous space whose coordinates are
solutions of a system of analytical expressions.
4.2. Reactive species
Depending on the spatial scheme used in the model geome-
try, three levels of resolution are available to represent reactive
species: microscopic (individual molecular entities occupying
unique positions, generally in continuous space), mesoscopic
(populations localized in discrete space, composed of undistin-
guishable molecular entities), and macroscopic (real-valued
densities deﬁned in continuous space). The appropriate choice
depends on various considerations. For instance, densities fail
to make sense when representing small numbers of molecules,
while models with discrete representations get slower as num-
bers are larger. With reactive species that can undergo multiple
minor modiﬁcations aﬀecting their reactivity (through confor-
mational changes or small covalent modiﬁcations), micro-
scopic representations are most suitable as the state of each
molecule can be tracked (using ﬂags to specify the state meth-
ylation at given sites, for instance) (STOCHSIM). However, all
three schemes handle poorly cases where many species can
form higher-order complexes in potentially huge numbers of
combinations (the so-called ‘‘combinatorial explosion’’), lead-
ing to models with an unmanageably high number of species
and reactions to work with (unless, as suggested in a recent pa-
per, [22], these can be created dynamically, providing a law to
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tended models, simpliﬁed naming schemes to identify species
can be complemented with user-entered annotations or even
links to external database entries (Virtual Cell), which can be
used to retrieve information about the species (reactions, but
potentially also parameter values). Additionally, important
features assigned to species are those used in the mathematical
model: diﬀusion and permeability rates, charge (for instance
when membrane polarity is considered), and information re-
lated to the reactions they take part in.4.3. Reactions
In principle, reactions in a spatio-temporal model are speci-
ﬁed similarly to non-spatial models, only that they can now
map to speciﬁc cellular structures, or even to speciﬁc locations
within these structures.
Unlike continuous descriptions, which consider space as an
independent variable, stochastic discrete-particle schemes can
dynamically reduce the eﬀective number of mono- (respectively
bi-)molecular reactions to consider by conditioning the occur-
rence of such reactions to the presence (respectively encounter)
of molecules, such that the time-dependent distribution of mol-
ecules determines which reactions have non-zero probability to
occur (especially useful when small numbers of molecules are
scattered over space). In discretized space, the criterion of
physical proximity for bimolecular reactions reduces to consid-
ering identical positions (or neighboring ones if the reaction in-
volves molecules from diﬀerent compartments reacting at the
interface, like a ligand binding to a membrane receptor). Reac-
tion propensities (probability to occur per unit time) are then
calculated as a function of (macroscopic) reaction rates and,
when relevant, the population sizes of reacting species (Smart-
Cell). In continuous space, collisions are ﬁrst detected (by com-
paring the distance between two molecules with the sum of
their respective radii in a hard-sphere model), the productive-
ness of which is then decided probabilistically (MCell). Alter-
natively, these two steps can be combined into one by
providing a binding radius for each type of reacting pairs of
molecules that incorporates the likelihood that a given colli-
sion between the two is actually productive (Smoldyn).4.4. Movement
Tractable models of cell biological processes treat mainly
three distinct types of movement: bounded diﬀusion, 1D trans-
port, and membrane crossing.
Diﬀusive movement in bounded space. In discrete-particle
schemes, the diﬀusive movement of single molecules is repre-
sented by ﬁnite displacements, representing many non-produc-
tive collisions. In continuous space, displacements have
arbitrary orientations and lengths that follow the statistical
law of Einstein–Smoluchowski (Smoldyn, MCell), and in dis-
cretized space, jumps are executed to neighboring spatial ele-
ments (mesoRD, SmartCell), corrected by boundary
conditions whenever they apply. The calculation of diﬀusive
jump rates becomes problematic in complex geometric
schemes, for instance those coupling a mesoscopic representa-
tion of particles to compartment boundaries deﬁned in contin-
uous space [23].
1D directed movement. The directed movement of molecules
across cellular space, whether of cargo molecules bound to
molecular motors on microtubule ﬁlaments during transport,or RNA polymerase interacting with DNA during transcrip-
tion, presents a representational diﬃculty. Microtubules, for
example, are highly dynamic structures of such considerable
length that the generally used dimensionless point representa-
tion of species is highly inadequate, on the other hand dynamic
1D cellular structures are still widely unsupported (see Table
1). As a compromise, SmartCell can model the dynamics of
microtubules by allowing a ﬂuctuating set of reactive species
to align in a static 1D structure, representing the microtubule.
A recent model of actin networks pushing bacterial cells across
eukaryotic host cells addresses this issue using dedicated soft-
ware [24].
Membrane crossing. Unless one is modeling intracellular
prokaryotic processes in simple model geometries (Smoldyn),
the presence of multiple compartments can be modeled that
imply the exchange of molecular species between them. Diﬀer-
ent levels of mechanistic detail are available to model the cross-
ing of biological membranes, energy-dependent (active
transport) or not (passive transport), depending on whether
participating molecular species can or cannot be represented
in the membranes. In the simplest model, the translocation
of a particular species from a given compartment to a target
compartment is represented by a ﬂux term with a speciﬁc per-
meability constant, possibly asymmetric (to represent active
transport). Alternatively, membrane transport can be repre-
sented as a set of complexation reactions occurring at the inter-
face, between a membrane-located carrier (for active
transport) or channel protein (for either active or passive
transport), and molecular species on either side of the mem-
brane. Depending on the rates assigned to each binding and
unbinding reaction, the ratio of steady-state concentrations
at either side of the membrane can reach any value (a value dif-
ferent from one would be a signature of active transport).4.5. Math and algorithms
Beyond the description of a geometry, molecular species and
all allowable movement and reaction types, a model becomes
computable only once both a kinetic theory (e.g., Ficks laws
for diﬀusion in the deterministic approach and the chemical
master equation, CME, for the stochastic formulation) and
an associated algorithmic implementation are decided upon.
In their use of diﬀerential equations, macroscopic models
can in principle accept any arbitrary analytical expression to
represent the eﬀects of reactions and mobility of molecular spe-
cies on the time-evolution of state variables. Most software
tools generally oﬀer standard terms to choose from, like ﬂux
terms for membrane crossing, Ficks laws for diﬀusion, the
law of mass action (LMA) as well as other various empirical
expressions (E-Cell, Virtual Cell).
For models representing discrete molecular entities, a sto-
chastic simulation algorithm (SSA) will generally be imple-
mented accounting for events of movement and elementary
chemical reactions (usually up to bimolecular) [25,26].
Diﬀerent algorithms vary in their applicability and the user
is expected to choose an appropriate one depending on multi-
ple criteria: system being modeled, expected stochastic eﬀects,
modeling purpose, also available computer power [27].
A central yet non-trivial issue is whether a stochastic discrete
approach or a continuous one (or a combination of the two)
should be used for a given system [26,28–30]. Arguments sup-
porting stochastic treatments in general are based on its real-
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breakdown of the concept of concentration when few mole-
cules are present, as occurs in numerous biological examples.
A third argument often made a posteriori (because analytical
approaches to the study of stochastic systems are far more lim-
ited than running simulations [31]), is that discrete random
events can lead to phenotypic diﬀerences which continuous
schemes cannot capture [32–34]. While deterministic simula-
tions can at best provide the average behavior observed in sto-
chastic runs (these often coincide, when the same macroscopic
rates are used), stochastic continuous schemes can yield higher
order statistics, while single realizations can only be studied
using discrete stochastic algorithms. Stochastic mesoscopic
models have an important limitation however: they commonly
apply spatial variants of Gillespies exact algorithm [27] which
are valid provided that each voxel is ‘‘well-mixed’’, i.e., mole-
cules assigned to that voxel can be considered to undergo few
productive collisions relative to non-productive ones (a realis-
tic assumption for cellular environments). This imposes that
the timescale for diﬀusion events is smaller than that for reac-
tion events, setting a lower limit to voxel size. This could result
either in a too large number of voxels for simulation or, in the
extreme case if the voxels become too small, this yields simula-
tion results whose accuracy is diﬃcult to evaluate [28]).
Continuous systems make sense when dealing with a very
large number of particles for all reactive species, or when con-
sidering average population behavior.4.6. Parameters
When modeling a system ab initio, all parameter values need
to be retrieved (if not, constrained or guessed) from the various
data repositories available: personal data, literature and dat-
abases, either manually or computer-aided (Virtual Cell). Since
even a very good model can give aberrant results if unrealistic
values are used, their quality, assessed constraining the value
by considering experimental techniques and conditions used,
should when possible be compared to the results of a parame-
ter sensitivity analysis (Virtual Cell), giving an idea of the reli-
ability of the observed behavior. Additionally, if experimental
data or optimization functions are available, parameter esti-
mation techniques can be applied.
The availability of parameters can condition modeling
choices, for instance in modeling a Michaelis–Menten type of
reaction, a continuous kinetic model will have two degrees of
freedom (Km and Vmax in the lumped term representing the
reaction), while a discrete scheme might decompose the reac-
tion into three, each requiring its own rate.
Other problems can arise from the modelization of the reac-
tion. For instance for two proteins making a complex, the out-
come of the simulation will change dramatically if we consider
degradation only for the isolated components or also for the
complex [13]. Thus with similar parameters the outcome can
be diﬀerent depending on how the actual reactions are
modeled.4.7. Output and analysis
The end of the ﬁrst step in the modeling cycle is the analysis
of the simulation outputs, commonly provided in a wealth of
diﬀerent visualization formats (timeplots, snapshots, movies,
etc.). This step oﬀers a wide variety of choices, depending on
the purpose sought by the user. Typically the simulation re-sults will be analysed for a given behavior (e.g. the result of
experimental observations), for instance, to validate the model
[1]. If other models of the same system are available, results
could be cross-checked between them. For directly comparing
experimental data to simulation data automatic tools are
sometimes available. If the construction of a model is a ﬁrst
step to building bigger models, a reduction task might be
undertaken to rid the model of all unnecessary components.
Other modeling purposes range from carrying out perturba-
tion analysis, to studying system robustness or checking new
hypotheses [2].5. Conclusion
Stochastic spatio-temporal models are opening the door to
simulating complex cell biological processes, bringing chal-
lenges to all disciplines involved in the design and use of soft-
ware packages dedicated to that purpose.
State-of-the-art experimental tools are helping to lift the
shortage of quantitative data available for modeling [35], but
in order to assist modelers in the tedious task of collecting
the data, curated databases and tools such as automatic data
extraction from literature are being developed.
Addressing the structure of molecular species with mechan-
ical functions such as the cytoskeleton and coatomers
(molecules that curve and stabilize membranes), or macromol-
ecules of highly dynamic and complex structures like DNA is a
great representational challenge [24]. So is properly accounting
for in vivo conditions (ﬂuctuating, inhomogeneous medium
with various obstacles) [16,17,36], where reaction dynamics
might diﬀer considerably from those measured in a test tube.
Dynamic geometries where compartments expand or
contract are features under development in many software
tools, and could be applied to modeling processes such as
mitosis or cytokinesis, but changes in topology (for instance
membrane budding or membrane fusion) remain a future the-
oretical challenge to be addressed [37].
While real cellular events happen concurrently, correspond-
ing events simulated using conventional computers are pro-
cessed (semi-)sequentially. Major ongoing eﬀorts involve
devising algorithms that reduce the number of computations
by applying approximations to those reactions occurring at a
faster time-scale [38–41], while adaptive algorithms are the
next objective [42]. Alternatively, computer hardware has been
redesigned dedicating single processors to single reactions,
whereby decisions to execute events are taken at each clock cy-
cle, resulting in considerable speed-up [43]. Benchmarking test
suits to compare the performance of diﬀerent simulation algo-
rithms are now available [42].
For the user, the challenge is not only to decide how much of
a system to model, and get familiarized with representation
standards and terminology used in the software, but also to
walk through the jungle of spatial representation and compu-
tation schemes available, avoiding modeling and numerical er-
rors (and trust that programming errors are absent from the
software). Finally, rationalizing the data analysis to let the
modeling eﬀort yield interesting insights is a challenge for all
in the computational cell biology ﬁeld [33,44].
While there is still room for improvement and a lot of cau-
tion should be taken when laying out a model, the time is ripe
1794 C. Lemerle et al. / FEBS Letters 579 (2005) 1789–1794for molecular biologists to explore the potential of stochastic
spatial modeling.
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